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Purpose of this session

In this session you will:

● Learn about the Oxford-Cambridge Arc and the Spatial Framework 
● Understand the Oxford-Cambridge Arc Spatial Framework consultation process 
● Have the opportunity to think more about what the Oxford-Cambridge Arc Spatial Framework and 

a vision for the future means for you
● Hear the views and perspectives of other people living in the Arc area
● Find out how to respond to the Creating a vision for the Oxford-Cambridge Arc consultation

Remember, this session is not part of the consultation. The views and perspectives you share about the 
Arc in this session will not be fed into the consultation. To submit your views as part of the consultation 
you will need to complete the online consultation: https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc

https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc
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What we’ll cover in this session
 
 What is the Oxford-Cambridge Arc?

 What is the Spatial Framework?

 What is the Creating a vision for the Oxford-Cambridge Arc consultation? 

 Discussion: exploring the Spatial Framework themes (‘pillars’)

• Environment

• Economy

• Connectivity and Infrastructure

• Place-making

 How to share your views - visit the online consultation platform and submit your views
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Code of conduct: how to behave in this session 

Do:

● Listen to what others have to say
● Be considerate and respectful of other people's perspectives and opinions, which might be different from 

your own
● (In online sessions) Use the ‘raise hand’ function if you want to speak
● (In online sessions) Use the chat function to ask questions or add comments

Don’t:

● Talk over other people
● Use discriminatory or harassing language or behaviour



What is the 
Oxford-Cambridge 
Arc?
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● The Oxford-Cambridge Arc is a 
globally significant and nationally 
important economic area between 
Oxford, Milton Keynes and 
Cambridge.

● It is formed of five ceremonial 
counties: Oxfordshire, 
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, 
Northamptonshire and 
Cambridgeshire. 

What is the 
Oxford-Cambridge Arc?
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● Cutting-edge research and 
world-leading universities

● Globally renowned science and 
technology clusters

● Areas of significant natural and built 
heritage

A unique place with rich 
cultural heritage
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● Approximately 3.7 million resident 
population

● Supports over 2 million jobs

● Adds over £110 billion in economic output 
every year 

● One of the fastest growing economies in 
England

Home to some of the most 
productive towns and cities 
in England
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Vibrant natural environment
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What are the challenges the Arc faces?

The Oxford-Cambridge Arc has seen significant population growth 
since 2000, up 17% in that period – only London has seen a higher 
rate of growth. The Arc is also an area that is constrained by:

● Inadequate infrastructure

● A stressed and fragmented natural environment

● Escalating housing costs 

● Complex local governance



What is the Spatial 
Framework?
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The Spatial Framework will be a long-term 
strategic plan for the Arc to 2050, led by the 
government, and informed by engagement with 
local communities and stakeholders.

It will have the status of national planning and 
transport policy, providing a strategic framework for 
local planning.

It will coordinate and focus investment in the area 
and shape future local planning decisions on: how 
land is used; how the environment is protected and 
enhanced; where and what type of new 
development happens; and what infrastructure is 
provided.



The Spatial Framework will strategically guide local planning and investment 
decisions under four ‘pillars’:

Place-makingEnvironment Economy Connectivity and 
Infrastructure



What is the public 
consultation?
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Introduction to the consultation 

 The 12-week public consultation, launched on 20th July and closing on 12th October, seeks to hear from people in all parts of the Arc, or those 
who have an interest in the Arc, to inform a vision for the Spatial Framework. 

 It also seeks views on the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report, which aims to address environmental alongside social and economic 
issues and will ensure that sustainability is at the heart of the Spatial Framework development.

 This public consultation is the first of three that the government intends to undertake as it develops the Spatial Framework over the next two 
years. 

 Here’s a video which explains more about the consultation: https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc

https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc#


Exploring the 
consultation 
themes



What is your positive vision for the 
Arc in the future? 

To get started

What place could it be? What words come to 
mind?

Choose the ones that are important to you, or 
suggest your own.

·   Thriving economy
·   Better place
·   Better homes
·   More available homes
·   More affordable homes

+

·   Sustainable
·   Sense of community
·   Equal/ inclusive
·   Progressive
·   Collaborates for better 

outcomes

·   More life opportunities
·   Better environment
·   Eco-friendly
·   Connected
·   Better transport
·   Better infrastructure



To get started

Think about your vision for 
the Arc to 2050... 

Re-create this template on a sheet of 
paper.

… draw or write a Hope and 
a Fear for the future of the 

Arc

My Fear My Hope 

To get started



In the next part of this session, we are going to explore each of the ‘pillars’ in turn.

Place-makingEnvironment Economy Connectivity and 
Infrastructure



Environment 
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Resident video

Environment 

Perspectives on the environment 
from a small sample of residents 
who took part in a pre-consultation 
workshop in March 2021. 

https://vimeo.com/574917761
https://vimeo.com/574917761
https://vimeo.com/574917761
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We’re now going to look at some of the potential vision statements for 
this pillar. You might want to hold these questions in mind as we do 
this: 

● Which of these statements do you like most? Why?

● Are there any statements you don’t agree with? Why?

● What is your current experience of these issues? How would you like that to change in the future?

● Imagine these statements have been realised. What difference would that make to you? What about future 
generations?

● Is anything missing?



Making sure the natural environment is protected, 
restored, and improved. For example, improving 
new and existing green spaces.

Making sure the most is made of the natural 
environment and that all people can have access to 
it. For example, making improvements to woodlands, 
wetland, green space and water and making sure 
people can visit them if they want to.

Green spaces, nature 
and biodiversity

Making sure new growth leaves the environment in 
a better state than before. For example, keeping 
land in its natural state, and making it more wild, 
where appropriate.
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Potential focus areas



Making sure new development helps to achieve 
net zero carbon at an Arc level towards national 
net zero targets. For example, through good 
design, sustainable travel choices, renewable 
energy and trapping carbon.

Making sure that new development can respond to 
the current and future effects of climate change. 
For example, through new carbon emissions, 
water use, waste disposal and renewable energy 
targets.
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Climate change resilience 
and net zero

Potential focus areas



Potential focus areas

Air quality and waste
Making sure new development helps to 
improve air quality within the Arc. For 
example, through high quality design, low 
emission zones and sustainable transport.

Taking a combined approach to air quality across 
the Arc. For example, through being careful 
about where each land uses should go, 
supporting journeys via public transport and 
active travel and enhancing green spaces and 
routes across the area.

Making better use of resources and 
managing waste. For example, promoting the 
re-use of materials, and protecting and 
improving soil quality and minerals.

25
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Promoting a combined approach to managing water 
across the Arc, through protecting water resources, 
improving water quality and reducing the risk of 
flooding. For example, treating wastewater, 
improving water storage, and reusing surface runoff.

Making sure new development reduces existing 
flood risk and is resilient to future flooding. For 
example, through tree planting and multifunctional 
sustainable drainage.

Improving water availability and cutting the risk of 
drought. For example, through new sustainable 
water resources and infrastructure, and measures 
which reduce water use.

Potential focus areas

Water
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Some discussion questions: 
● Which of these statements do you like most? Why?

● Are there any statements you don’t agree with? Why?

● What is your current experience of these issues? How would you like that to change in the future?

● Imagine these statements have been realised. What difference would that make to you? What about future 
generations?

● Is anything missing?



Economy
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Resident video

Economy 

Perspectives on the economy from a 
small sample of residents who took 
part in a pre-consultation workshop 
in March 2021. 

https://vimeo.com/574914980
https://vimeo.com/574914980
https://vimeo.com/574914980


Making sure the Arc keeps growing as a place 
of educational excellence, partnership and 
research. For example, through growth which 
helps existing universities and colleges.

Making sure the economic benefits of growth 
are felt by all communities within the Arc. For 
example, through putting new education and 
training facilities in places where more people 
can easily get to go to them.
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Potential focus areas

Education and training



Potential focus areas

Jobs and businesses 
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Making sure that the Arc keeps growing as a 
place for business, science and technology, and 
innovation. For example, through putting these 
types of new workspaces in places where they 
can make the most of cross-sector collaboration.

Making sure that existing industries keep 
growing within the Arc. For example, through 
putting industries in the best places to suit 
their needs.

Making sure the Arc builds upon and grows 
its skills, expertise and capabilities. For 
example, through making sure people can 
get around easily to bring the right people to 
the right job locations.

Making sure that the right types of buildings are 
provided in the Arc so that businesses can keep 
growing as well as supporting the green economy. For 
example, through building new flexible and adaptable 
workspaces meeting the needs of a range of different 
businesses of different sizes.
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Some discussion questions: 
● Which of these statements do you like most? Why?

● Are there any statements you don’t agree with? Why?

● What is your current experience of these issues? How would you like that to change in the future?

● Imagine these statements have been realised. What difference would that make to you? What about future 
generations?

● Is anything missing?



Connectivity and 
Infrastructure
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Resident video

Connectivity and Infrastructure 

Perspectives on connectivity and 
infrastructure from a small sample of 
residents who took part in a 
pre-consultation workshop in March 
2021. 

https://vimeo.com/574913588
https://vimeo.com/574913588
https://vimeo.com/574913588
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Making sure planning takes a combined approach to 
new development by providing the infrastructure and 
services required at the right time to support growth. 
For example, by planning for the need for utilities (e.g. 
water, energy, waste) and community infrastructure 
(e.g. schools, hospitals, GP surgeries).

Making sure new development makes the most of 
existing resources. For example, through making sure 
that materials are reused, renewable energy supplies 
are used, and waste is properly planned for.

Making sure that digital infrastructure is put in at the 
same time as other development takes place. For 
example, speeding up the fitting of high-speed 
broadband to support home-based work and help 
new ways of learning.

Potential focus areas

Infrastructure



Potential focus areas

New development
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Making sure growth within the Arc is placed around 
areas with better transport links. For example, 
through having more development around stations 
and bus routes, supported by cycling and walking 
tracks.

Making sure sustainable transport principles are included 
in the design of new developments. For example, by 
designing new developments in a way that enables people 
to walk or cycle all or part of their journeys.

Making sure new development cuts down the 
need to travel around the local area. For 
example, through providing safe and easy 
walking and cycling routes to town centres, 
shops and schools.

Making sure new developments reduce existing 
and future infrastructure demand and resources 
used. For example, making sure that designs 
leave enough space for existing and future 
measures which reduce energy and water use, 
and cut down on waste.
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Creating better transport connections across the 
Arc and making sure they are provided in a way 
which supports sustainable new growth. For 
example, by planning for public transport and 
physical transport infrastructure requirements.

Making sure there are more opportunities for active 
travel such as walking and cycling across the Arc. 
For example, wider pavements, segregated cycle 
lanes, improved network of cycle lanes, and better 
pedestrian crossings.

Making sure that there is the right form of public 
transport in the rights areas across the Arc and 
can be used by all travellers, including people with 
any particular needs.

Cutting down on the impact of cars and other private 
vehicles within the Arc. For example, by supporting 
for more sustainable forms of private travel like 
cycling.

Potential focus areas

Getting around
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Some discussion questions: 
● Which of these statements do you like most? Why?

● Are there any statements you don’t agree with? Why?

● What is your current experience of these issues? How would you like that to change in the future?

● Imagine these statements have been realised. What difference would that make to you? What about future 
generations?

● Is anything missing?



Place-making
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Resident video

Place-making 

Perspectives on place-making from 
a small sample of residents who 
took part in a pre-consultation 
workshop in March 2021. 

https://vimeo.com/574916034
https://vimeo.com/574916034
https://vimeo.com/574916034
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Making sure new developments are built in the 
most sustainable locations, for the environment, 
the economy and communities.  For example, by 
developing brownfield redevelopment and making 
sure they have good access to town centres, 
shops and schools.

Potential focus areas

Location of growth
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Ensuring the right types of housing are delivered 
in the right locations to meet the needs of both 
renters and buyers. For example, family houses, 
first-time buyers, specialist housing, student 
accommodation and opportunities for people to 
build their own homes.

Increasing the amount and availability of 
affordable homes within the Arc.

Potential focus areas

Homes in your area
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Making sure a coordinated approach is taken to the 
design and delivery of new developments to ensure they 
are supported by new and existing infrastructure.

Making sure the environment and sustainability is at the 
heart of new developments. For example, by improving 
the built and natural environment, making sure 
development complements surrounding areas, and is 
supported by the right level of infrastructure.

Making sure there is the right mix of uses in new 
developments to help make high quality and thriving new 
places.

Making sure new developments promote resilience 
to climate change. For example, through green 
roofs, managing surface water, tree planting, 
storing rainwater and new green spaces.

Making sure new developments help support healthy 
lifestyles for existing and future communities. For 
example, through walking and cycling, high quality green 
spaces, and accessible streets.

Potential focus areas

Design of new developments and streets
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Some discussion questions: 
● Which of these statements do you like most? Why?

● Are there any statements you don’t agree with? Why?

● What is your current experience of these issues? How would you like that to change in the future?

● Imagine these statements have been realised. What difference would that make to you? What about 
future generations?

● Is anything missing?
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Thank you

for taking part in this conversation
 

 Please remember that the views and perspectives you 
have shared today will not be fed into the consultation. 

 Please go to the online platform to submit your views - 
the consultation will be open until 12th October 2021.

 Access the online platform: 

 https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc

Scan the QR code with your 
phone to access the online 
platform

https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc
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https://linktr.ee/policylabUK

Keep the conversation going!

Access the digital engagement platform
https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc

Access the consultation document
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultation
s/creating-a-vision-for-the-oxford-cambridge
-arc

Follow the hashtag on social media 
#OxCamArc

Designed by

https://linktr.ee/policylabUK
https://placebuilder.io/futureofthearc
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/creating-a-vision-for-the-oxford-cambridge-arc
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/creating-a-vision-for-the-oxford-cambridge-arc
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/creating-a-vision-for-the-oxford-cambridge-arc

